Daniele Guidi | Deck Cadet
+39 345 614 8088 | guidi.daniele96@gmail.com
DOB: 7th June 1996
Nationality: Italian
Passports: Italian
Current location: Italy
Availability:Immediate
Health: Excellent, non-smoker, no tattoos

Profile/Objective
A higly self-motivated deck cadet which aspire to became official.
During the school I did some stages which allowed me to get closer to the “ship world” and made me more
enthusiast of the career I decided to begin. While I was attending for a boarding I worked as a barman and
I could get in touch with people and improve myself, my self esteem and my relation with people I didn’t
know also of different places, genders and nationality.
In my adolescence I used to do my summer holidays on board of my father’s sailing boat, so I could learn
how to sail, how to swim well, how to dive and also how to live in very little spaces.
My love for sports made me became stronger so I can do many hard works without too much effort; it
taught me also how to work in team patiently, constantly and with a bigger result.
Also the music taught me how to be a team builder; when I used to play guitar in a band everyone had to
be in tune with the other and being focus, being helpful and being careful was the only way to do good
music.

Qualifications & Certificates
- Graduate as deck cadet at the Nautical Technical Institute
Artiglio in Viareggio (LU)
Grade: 90/100
- 9 years of private English lessons from a “mother tongue” teacher












- In possession of STCW - 95 certificate (IMO):
PSSR (Personal Safety and Social Responsabilities)
Proficiency in personal survival techniques
Elementary first aid
Fire fighting course (ELEMENTARY)
Fire fighting course (ADVANCED)
Trainig course on the minimum standard of competence for seafarers
with designed security duties (both in english and italian)

- Scuba diving licences (PADI):
Open water diver
Advanced open water diver
Rescue diver

2010-1015

Work Experience
Currently studying at the ISYL – Italian Super Yacht Life – founded in Viareggio (Tuscany –
Italy) and attending course of two-years in “Super Yacht Captains and Chief Engineers”
2015-2016
2015

2014

5 months as bartender in a pub in Lucca
Stage on board of ship “Grande Sicilia” by Grimaldi Lines for 5 days from Italy (Salerno) to Turkey
(Gemlik, Derince)

Stage on board of ship “Cruise Roma” by Grimaldi Lines for 3 days from Italy (Civitavecchia) to Spain
(Barcellona)
and ISPS. West had a heavy charter program with additional owner usage. We promoted the yacht continuously
for my tenure, I also supervised several yard periods for both Island of Man and Lloyds annual flag and
classification
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